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1 Introduction
Until recently, the theory of commercial policy had been at odds with facts. Termsof-trade theories of tariff determination explained the presence of tariffs in terms of
the ability of large countries to better their position by effecting a redistribution of
income in their favour at the expense of others. However, even for large countries,
influencing world prices is unlikely to be a major policy consideration, and this type
of argument can be easily dismissed as a candidate explanation for why governments
seek protection. Economic policy theories emphasized that real-world departures from
Pareto optimality provide a second-best case for the use of protection to increase economic efficiency. Empirical evidence on the gains from the application of second-best
tariffs also produces small (if any) welfare gains. Only with the development of the
political-economy approach, which views trade policy as a way of redistributing income
towards preferred groups, did the theory of commercial policy start its reconciliation
with evidence.
Political theories of protection have followed different approaches but can be
broadly classified into three groups. In the direct democracy approach (Mayer, 1984),
with unidimensional issues and single-peaked individual preferences, voting leads to
the adoption of the "median tariff", i.e. of the tariff preferred by the median voter. In
a Ricardo-Viner extension of the Hecksher-Ohlin model, Mayer showed that a small
sector can be protected if voting costs reduce voter participation and if the mobile
factor benefits sufficiently from protection to support it.
The second group concerns models of rent-seeking. Under the lobbying approach
(Findlay and Wellisz, 1982), owners of specific factors divert real resources away from
productive activities in order to engage into influence activities. The structure of
protection is then determined as the Nash equilibrium of a lobbying game played by
export and import-competing industries, the mobile factor remaining on the sidelines.
The intensity of lobbying —and consequently the level of protection-- depends on
the marginal rate of transformation between productive and rent-seeking activities in
each sector. a parameter difficult to estimate. In industries with a highly concentrated
ownership structure, the marginal effectiveness of resources allocated to rent-seeking
is high; thus, those industries tend to be more protected than others. By contrast,
when the marginal effectiveness of lobbying expenditure is equalized across industries,
the policy outcome is free trade.
The third group concerns models of monetary transfers between lobbyists and the
government. Hillman's (1982) political support approach borrows from the theory of
regulation to deal with representative democracy and political authorities in general.
Here, the government trades off political support from special interest groups against
the voters' dissatisfaction from distortionary trade taxes. As shown by Helpman
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(1995), the sectoral pattern of protection depends, inter alia, on the sectoral pattern
of MRS'S in the government's objective function, parameters likely to be elusive to
empirical estimation.
In the same broad class of models, Magee, Brock and Young (1989) extended
the analysis to encompass electoral competition among political parties. In their
approach, lobbies do not contribute to influence directly policy choices, but rather to
influence the probabilistic outcome of a two-party electoral contest. Political parties,
acting as Stackelberg leaders vis-a-vis lobbies, choose policies that correctly anticipate
campaign giving, while the electorate is composed of rational Downsian voters voting
probabilistically. Under this approach, arguably the most encompassing as it attempts
to model the supply of protection, lobbies generally specialize in campaign giving.
Most recently, the influence-driven approach developed by Grossman and Helpman (1994) —henceforth GH— views political decision-making as reflecting the relative power of interest groups and the extent of the government's concern for the
well-being of the public. Lobbies bid simultaneously to influence an incumbent government by offering contribution schedules conditioned on the vector of trade taxes.
In an auction context, Bernheim and Whinston (1986) showed that bidding games of
this kind typically admit a multiplicity of Nash equilibria and proposed a restriction,
called 'truthfulness', which yields a unique, efficient' and coalition-proof equilibrium.
Applied to the influence problem in a specific-factor setting, truthfulness yields a very
intuitive formulation in which, in a neighbourhood of the equilibrium, the derivative
of an industrial lobby's contribution function with respect to a tariff is equal to the
derivative of the industry's profit function with respect to that tariff. Then, acting as the lobbies' common agent, the government maximizes a weighted average of
aggregate contributions and social welfare.
GH's framework, which is close in spirit to Hillman's, offers two advantages over
previous approaches. First, it establishes clearly how earlier approaches can be
grounded on first principles. Second and, perhaps, more importantly, it opens the
black box of the political-support function, relating it to the economy's fundamentals. Thus, the ability of GH's model to generate testable hypotheses is, in principle,
greater than that of previous political-economy models. Unfortunately, a recent review (Rodrik, 1995) argued that the number of testable predictions actually generated
by the model is small, and that those predictions —such as a positive relationship
'In a lobbying context, the equilibrium of the bidding game is efficient in the following sense: If
all agents in the economy were somehow represented in the lobbying process, the policy outcome
would be free trade, even though all lobbies would contribute in equilibrium. Thus, any departure
from free trade (in general, from the efficient solution) comes from the fact that some agents are not
represented in the lobbying process. In a trade-policy setting, it is natural to assume that consumers
are either under-represented or not represented at all.
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between an industry's political power and its output— are unappealing. Our aim in
this paper is to extend GH's basic model in various directions in order to obtain a
richer set of empirical predictions. We show that our extended version of the model
yields results that are broadly consistent with the stylized facts.
GH's model is based on the notion that lobbies representing owners of specific
factors internalize the effects of protection on both producer and consumer surplus.
General-equilibrium interaction comes in their model from the demand side: By fixing
the price of the mobile factor (through the presence of a sector using only the mobile
factor under constant returns to scale), they suppress any interaction on the supply
side. This paper, by contrast, stresses supply-side interactions. First, in the spirit
of Dixit and Grossman (1986), we assume that the industries bidding for protection
also compete for a common scarce resource. In a Ricardo-Vi per economy, this scarce
resource is labour. Although the case for the existence of a common scarce resource
is. no doubt, more compelling when that common resource is specific to a particular
group of industries (say, scientists for high-tech industries), we assume initially that
labour is mobile economy-wide (an assumption relaxed in section 3.2). This allows us
to show that, other things equal, large sectors will receive less protection via generalequilibrium adjustments in the labour market. Second, we assume that the technology
in each sector uses other goods as intermediate products, creating a second channel
of supply-side interaction. Thus, lobbying for protection in one sector meets counterlobbying from downstream industries because of input-output linkages, and from all
sectors because of crowding-out through the wage rate.
Our focus on producer rather than consumer lobbying has, in addition to realism,
several advantages. One is that the resulting equilibrium displays clearly the influence
of second-best considerations which are ruled out in GH because of the assumption
of quasi-linear and additive preferences. Second and more importantly, our approach
facilitates a comparison of the model's results with those of the empirical literature
on the political economy of protection.
The structure of protection generated endogenously by the model is shown to depend on the interplay of (i) each sector's direct lobbying effort, (ii) counter-lobbying
by other sectors because of wage-rate and input-output linkages, and (iii) secondbest considerations. We show analytically that the pattern of protection predicted by
this model is consistent with empirical regularities, such as tariff escalation (higher
tariffs on final than on intermediate goods) and higher protection in sectors with
union activities. Likewise, the model predicts higher average levels of protection in
less-developed economies (in the sense of sparse inter-industry linkages). Finally, simulations with archetypal data are also consistent with the broad stylized observation
that developing countries tax agriculture at the expense of manufacturing (both di-
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rectly and indirectly (see Krueger, Schiff and Valdes, 1989, for cross-country evidence)
whereas the opposite is true of industrialized countries.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we develop a
modified GH model. Intermediate goods are added to a Ricardo-Viner model so
that lobbies representing the interests of producers base their lobbying on effective
rates of protection. Section 3 discusses the model's predictions for the structure
of protection in light of the empirical evidence. Section 4 develops the notions of
'political subsitutability' and `complementarity' for endogenous tariffs. Section 5
reports simulation results, and section 6 contains concluding remarks.

2 Lobbying in a Ricardo-Viner model
Consider a small open economy with n + 1 sectors, in which good 0, a non-tradable,
serves as numeraire. Individuals have different endowments but identical tastes represented by a utility function:
U = co + u(c),
(1)
where co is consumption of the numeraire good, c is the vector of consumption of the
non-numeraire goods, and u satisfies the usual properties.
Each sector's technology is Leontief between intermediate consumptions and value
added; thus, value added is nested in the Leontief production function and is created
using a specific and a mobile factor under a general constant-returns to scale technology:
yj = min{ fi k j, i j ) ; X
aoi

0j ; . . . Xnj

' ' and

(2)

where ,j and fj are respectively the amounts of the fixed factor (`capital') and of the
mobile factor (labour') used in the creation of value added in sector j according to
the linearly homogenous (sub-) production function fi ; aid is the requirement of good
i necessary to produce one unit of good j, and xi.) sector j's demand for good i
as an intermediate input. All goods produced in the economy are potential inputs in
other sectors, and all industries are perfectly competitive.
Lobbies representing tradable sectors bid simultaneously for protection with contribution schedules Cj (p), (j = 1, .., n) conditioned on the vector p of domestic prices
(p, = 1 t2 , where the world price of good i is constant and equal to one, and ti the
specific tariff or subsidy applied to it). Let pi pj — E:1_0 aid pi be the 'net price'
of good j. Given the technology postulated, industry j's restricted profit function
can be written as j [tc j ; p;w(p)] = Pj yjwii . We restrict attention to 'truthful'
j ; p; w(p)] — bj } for some
contribution schedules of the form C; (p) = max {0;
4

nonnegative constant bj . 2 Faced with such contributions, the government chooses
best-response tariffs (or, equivalently, domestic prices) which maximize:

E

V(p)=

i (p)-1-

C

aW(p),

j=1

where W(p) is social welfare, and a is a constant representing the weight the government attaches to social welfare. (The presence of social welfare in the government's
objective function may reflect reelection concerns.) The government's best response
to truthful contributions is thus characterized by:
av(p) =
aPi

a7r, +aaw 0.
aPi

aPi

•

The first term in (3), which picks up the net effect of protection in sector i on economywide rents, measures the incentive for the government to depart from the optimal
second-best tariff in sector i. We will call it the "political-power component", as it
measures the ability of lobby i to make its voice heard above that of counter-lobbies,
and denote it by Pi . The second term picks up the effect of protection on social
welfare and summarizes second-best considerations; we will call it the "efficiency
component" and denote it by Ei . Unsurprisingly, a smaller weight a on social welfare
in the government's objective function leads to larger distortions in domestic prices.
The second-order condition is discussed in Appendix 2.
2.1 The political-power component
Using Hotelling's lemma, a7r i lapi = (1j=i — a ij ) yj — owlap i , where 1 j=i is an
indicator function equal to one when j = i and zero otherwise. Thus, the effect of
a change in p, on aggregate political contributions (i.e. on producer surplus in all
sectors) is :
a7r,
EE
= y i — E aij yj —
(4)
• upi

api
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where = E j t 3 is the economy's total labour force. Pi can be alternatively written
in terms of elasticities and shares. Through the FOC for labour demand —namely,
oplafj=w1 13, (j = 0, ..., n), the equilibrium wage rate depends on the vector of net
prices. Let ET' = alogw/alogi3i (> 0) be the elasticity of the wage rate to a change in
the net price of good we have
aw
upi

=

aw ap k _
ai3k api

aw
— (1k-i – ai k )

E afik

=

E

(5)

k

'-The vector of constants ki determines how the rents from trade protection are shared between
the government and lobbies. Its determination is explained in Grossman and Helpman (1994).
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Let also d i = wi i /Ay i be the share of labour in sector i's value added, and A i = tilt

the share of sector i in total employment. Then
=

yi E aiiyi
3

i
Ai

(=X

,

„

k

-

yi.

(6)

The first term in P i reflects, by the envelope theorem, the direct effect of trade
protection on the profits of sector i, i.e. on the rent accruing to owners of sector-i
specific capital. The next two terms reflect the two components of rivalry between
lobbies; the stronger they are, the lower the level of rent extraction by lobby i. The
first one (E3 a ii yi ) represents the impact of protection in i on downstream sectors
through input-output linkages. An increase in the tariff on good i reduces the 'net
price' 131 of all downstream sectors (i.e. of all sectors j such that a ij > 0), giving
rise to counter-lobbying. The last term represents crowding-out through the wage
rate. As the tariff on good i is raised, sector i expands, bidding up the wage rate,
penalizing other sectors, and giving rise to further counter-lobbying. This rivalry
term is increasing in the share of labour in sector i's value added, and decreasing
in sector i's share of overall employment. In general, the political-power component
Pi need not be positive, as general-equilibrium spillovers through input-output and
labour-market linkages may more than offset any gains from protection accruing to
sector i.
Whereas protection of one sector generates negative downstream spillovers through
input-output linkages, it does not generate positive upstream spillovers. To see this,
observe that the domestic price of any tradable good is the sum of its world price and
the tariff; therefore, although protection of a downstream sector would raise demand,
it would leave the sector's price, output, and profits unaffected. Thus, protection
in one sector does not generate political support from upstream sectors, unless the
nontradable sector (sector 0) is allowed to lobby. Lobbying by the nontradable sector in favor of protection in downstream sectors (and against protection in upstream
sectors) is analyzed in Appendix 1.
2.2 The efficiency component
The derivation of Ei = awiapi , the second term of equation (3), is relegated to Appendix 2; we state it here directly in its final form, after introducing some additional
(> 0) be the elasticity of supply to the net price
notation. Let Zf = a logyi ka
= ---3 logy i / a loges (> 0) the wage elasticity of supply in sector i, and
of good i,
= a log ci a log pi the cross-price elasticity of final demand in sector i. Finally,
recall that ef = a log w / a log Pi (> 0) is the elasticity of the wage rate to the net
price of good i.
6

Si

=

t3C3 c

pi
[(E bt, w
t3y,

aji

ElYi

j

Pi

(EE

—

EtY k)

k=0

ajkaik fik

EltiY i

+

n

ct212.7.

J=0 P3

i
ikyk
Llajk)1(
,rw/ 73, — E aik e l: Wh3

4

k

•

(7)

k

If Pi > 0, the existence of an interior solution with positive protection requires that
Si < 0. The first term and the following two ones in parentheses are Ramsey terms
minimizing the deadweight loss due to the tariff on good i, like in GH. They are
decreasing in the own-price elasticity of supply (en and in the (absolute value of) the
own-price elasticity of demand (jE i t), that is, Si —> —cc (driving down the equilibrium
tariff towards zero) when either --+ —oo or oo. The expression in square
brackets is a sum of second-best terms reflecting the presence of positive tariffs on
other goods; it is multiplied by a wage-adjustment factor in parentheses. 3 Clearly, if
there is no tariff other than i (t i = 0 for all j i) there is no second-best argument for
a. positive t i on efficiency grounds. But even with positive tariffs on other goods, the
second-best argument for a tariff in i vanishes when all general-equilibrium linkages
picked up by cross-price elasticities of demand, input-output coefficients and wagerate adjustment are simultaneously zero, as in GH.

3 Determinants of the structure of protection
This section explores analytically the cross-industry pattern of lobbying pressure predicted by the model. This is done in two steps. First, we concentrate on the role of
intermediate goods and relate the net intensity of the lobbying pressure applied upon
the government to the volume of intermediate sales. Next, in order to explore other
issues such as the role of lobbying by labour unions or the effect of intra-industry
trade, we simplify the model by suppressing input-output linkages.
3.1 Intermediate goods and tariff escalation
Rodrik (1995) observed that in GH the simple relationship between the political power
of an industry and the size of its domestic output is counter-intuitive and at odds
with what we know of the political economy of protection. Proposition 1 shows that

3

The efficiency argument for a positive tariff in sector i rests on the presence of tariffs elsewhere:
in such a situation, a suitably chosen tariff in i will reduce the welfare costs of tariffs in j.
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in the present model, the political power of an industry increases with the amount of
that industry's sales to final consumers rather than with its overall output.
Proposition 1 The political power of sector i increases with the level of sector i's
sales to final users. Moreover, when its free-trade level of output falls short of other
sectors' intermediate requirements of good i by a sufficiently large amount, sector i
may get, in equilibrium, negative protection.
Proof The first statement follows directly from the observation that P i is an in-

creasing function of y i — Ei au yi , which is that part of final domestic consumption
covered by domestic output. For the second statement, fix all prices except p i at
their equilibrium level and pi at its free-trade level (pi = 1). If yi < E; a ij yi ,
< 0;
provided that the second-best term Si is nonpositive or, if positive, not sufficiently
large as to offset the political-power term 'Pi , aV/api = Pi + aEi < 0. Under the
second-order condition, aV/api is a decreasing function of p i ; therefore, the equilibrium value of pi must be lower than 1, which implies negative protection for good i.
Thus, unlike in GH, it is not the level of sector i's overall output that matters in
determining how much protection sector i gets in equilibrium. Rather, it is the
fraction of sector i's output that is sold to final consumers (or exported in the case
of an export industry bidding for subsidies), because, unlike domestic downstream
industries, neither final consumers nor foreign users are organized. By cutting the
direct link between output and lobbying intensity, our version of GH's model solves
one of its most unfortunate paradoxes. Moreover, Proposition 1 yields a second result
as a by-product:
Corollary 1 The political power of final-good industries is greater, ceteris paribus,
than that of intermediate-good industries.
Corollary 1 suggests that in a political equilibrium, final-good industries are likely to
obtain more protection than intermediate-good industries, so that the overall structure of protection will display what is usually called 'tariff escalation'. This result
is in accordance with a well-documented empirical regularity (see Baack and Ray,
1983, Marvel and Ray, 1983 and Ray, 1991). 4 In the same vein, in his recent case
study of protection in the U.S. steel industry, Moore (1996) noted that organized
steel users joined forces to prevent an extension of the 1984 VRA on steel imports.
4 Although one might argue that such a tariff structure is, in many developing countries, partly
the result of World Bank and IMF advice rather than internal political equilibria, and in developed
countries of successive rounds of multilateral negotiations.
8

Nelson (1996) similarly argued that the U.S. automobile industry, a major user of
steel, electronics, machine tools and textiles, failed to oppose protectionist demands
from these upstream industries only because its political activity was entirely focused
on resisting government attempts to regulate safety, emissions and fuel economy.

3.2 Segmented labour markets and union lobbying
So far, lobbying has been restricted to owners of specific factors, following the tradition of political-economy models in specific-factor settings. The logic of such a restriction stems from the ambiguity of the mobile factor's interests in a Ricardo-Viner
model: as the elasticity of the wage rate to product prices is less than one, protection
may either raise or reduce the real wage. In GH, as the wage rate is fixed, if worker
unions had a voice, they would stand for free trade alongside with consumers, an
unappealing prediction: capitalists can diversify more easily than workers, especially•
when the latter have firm or industry-specific human capital; thus, if anything, capitalists should be less concerned than workers by the fate of any particular industry.
Specific human capital, together with a host of other factors, contributes to segment labour markets. Indeed, we remarked earlier that the mobile factor was better
conceived as being common to a particular group of industries rather than as being
economywide. Accordingly, consider a partition of the labour market into industry
groups, each characterized by the fact that all industries in the group use the same
type of labour, with no possibility of substitution and no mobility of workers between
types of labour. When industry groups are sufficiently small relative to the economy,
it is reasonable to suppose that unions representing workers in one particular group
behave the way owners of specific capital are assumed to do; namely, that they ignore
the effect of protection in their industry group on the cost of living. If they do, focusing instead on the effect of protection on the wage rate prevailing in their particular
industry group, the extension of the model to union lobbying is straightforward. Consider two industry groups: one where the union takes part in the lobbying process,
the other where it does not.' Proposition 2 below shows that the group where the
union lobbies is characterized by larger departures from optimal tariffs.
Proposition 2 Lobbying by labour unions, ceteris paribus, raises the equilibrium
rate of protection.

Proof We say that two industries i and j belong to the same industry group if
they use labour of the same type. In the absence of intermediate goods, Ori /apj =
5 We do not attempt to model endogenously the formation of a labour union; a deeper analysis
of the labour market is clearly beyond the scope of this paper.
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0 whenever i and j belong to different groups. Therefore, Pi can be determined
separately in each group. Let £(G) be the total labour supply in group G, with
E G f (G) = £. The union representing workers in group G offers a truthful contribution
schedule C (G) (p (G) ) such that aC (G) /api = e G) aw (G) I ap i for all i E G. Thus, using
the formulation in (4) with a id = 0, Pi yi — f(G) w (G) I a p i ) f(G) (a w(G) a p i ) =
yi.

Although the extension to union lobbying is simple, its result may appear somewhat
surprising. We mentioned earlier that a general property of Bernheim and Whinston's
-menu auctions" is that inefficiencies, if any, come from the exclusion of some agents
from the bidding game. By bringing in the mobile factor, we improve the coverage
of the lobbying process; this should reduce the level of distortions in the economy.
However, it works in the opposite direction, leading to higher tariff levels. The reason
is the following. When only specific factors are represented in the bidding, their
rivalry on the labour market reduces the overall level of distortions. But any increase
in the wage rate induced by protection in one industry benefits the mobile factor by
just the amount by which it crowds out other industries. Therefore when the mobile
factor is brought into the bidding, its contribution just cancels out the rivalry term,
raising the equilibrium level of protection. Thus, although no distortion is imposed
on an economy in which all agents lobby, progression towards this optimum is not
monotone in the number of agents involved in lobbying: including some agents while
others are still excluded can take the economy away from the optimum.
The above propositions are consistent with observed empirical regularities found in
cross-section regressions on the determinants of the structure of protection. 6 Suppose
that the wage elasticity of labour demand is equal in all sectors; under this assumption, Appendix 3 establishes that sr = A i , so that, in the absence of intermediate
goods, (6) reduces to Pi = yi (1 — a i ); therefore,
yi (1 — ai)
(8)
Y.i( 1ai)
P
where ai is the labour share in output. Controlling for differences in sector size, as in
cross-sector regressions, expression (8) indicates that capital-intensive sectors should
receive higher protection. This runs counter to the often-found positive correlation
between labour intensity and the rate of protection.' On the other hand, (8) also
suggests that in the presence of exogenous wage differentials, low-wage sectors should
.7

6 For example, Krueger and Summers (1988) find that after controlling for the causes of interindustry wage differentials (gender, age, geographical location, education and experience), industries like
auto and steel that have high rates of unionization and protection also have higher wages. Similar
results are found by Kahane (1992) for Israel.
'For instance, Cheh (1974) observed that during the Kennedy Round negotiations, the U.S.
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receive higher protection, a result consistent with empirical regularities (see Ray,
1991. and Rodrik, 1995).

3.3 Intra-industry trade
It has been shown (see e.g. Ray, 1991, or Marvel and Ray, 1987) that high intraindustry trade tends to be associated with low levels of protection. Davis (1995)
argues that intra-industry trade is plausible in Heckscher-Ohlin-Ricardo models when
some goods (which he defines as "perfectly-intra-industry goods") are produced under
identical factor intensities. Suppose instead that high substitutability in demand
(horizontal product differentiation) is a proxy indicator of intra-industry trade. Then
Proposition 3 below suggests that sectors with high intra-industry trade will have a
low tariff.
Proposition 3

The equilibrium rate of protection is lower in sectors with high
levels of intra-industry trade.
Proof

It suffices to note that Pi is invariant to changes in cross-price elasticities
of demand, whereas Ei is decreasing in own- and cross-price elasticities of demand.
Therefore, higher such elasticities (in absolute values) reduce the equilibrium rate of
q
protection.
Propositions 1-2 are "ceteris paribus" results pertaining only to the political-power
term in the endogenous-tariff formula. Ramsey and other second-best terms reflecting
the concern of politicians with the welfare of the average citizen also contribute to
the determination of the tariff structure (Proposition 3 is an example of this effect).
As second-best considerations complicate the predicted relationship between political
power and protection, simulations reported in section 5 give orders of magnitude of
the relative importance of these two effects.
was particularly reluctant to tariff concessions in labour-intensive sectors. In his cross-section estimations, labour intensity was a significant explanatory variable for deviations from the proposed
straight-line tariff reduction. Note also that this result derived in a Ricardo-Viner setting is also
consistent with Magee's (1980) explanation of his findings that coalitions are drawn along industry
lines (as in Cairnes and Ricardo-Viner models) rather than along factors, as would be suggested by
a strict interpretation of the Stolper-Samuelson theorem.
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4 Trade-policy spillovers: political substitutability
How would an exogenous increase in the tariff on textiles affect the politicallydetermined equilibrium tariff on autos? In other words, what is the effect of an
exogenous increase in t i on the endogenous value of t i ? 8 Answers to such questions
are pertinent for a number of policy issues including the tensions between multilateral and bilateral approaches to trade reform (see e.g. the survey by Winters (1996)).
Provided that an interior solution prevails, the answer depends on the sign of the
cross-partial derivative of the government's objective function V with respect to domestic prices. If that cross-partial derivative is positive [negative], trade barriers in
sectors j and i will be said to be complements [substitutes].
To see this, assume as before that there is no intermediate consumption and that
the elasticity of labour demand with respect to the real wage is equal across sectors,
so that ZI° = = ei te A i . 9 Treating a change in pi parametrically and using the
implicit-function theorem, dp i /dpj = —(a 2 V/ap i api )/(9 2 V/apn, so that, if the Soc
is satisfied, the sign of dp i /dpi is given by that of a2V/apiapi.
The second-order condition is discussed in Appendix 2. In order to sign the crosspartial derivative a2 v/apjapi , we need to sign a2 w/ap i apj ; in other words, we must
determine if, on efficiency grounds only, tariffs are substitutes or complements. It is a
standard result of the theory of optimal taxation that when the economy is at its first
best. cross-price effects on welfare are positive. Recently, Neary (1995) showed that
this result also holds out of the first-best, as long as all sectors have positive shadow
premia and goods are substitutes. The intuition underlying Neary's result is that
when all domestic prices, inclusive of import tariffs or export subsidies, are above
their second-best levels —as they are here when political terms Pi are positive—
reducing distortions in one sector calls for reducing them in other sectors as well in
order to keep welfare constant.' We are now ready to state conditions under which
trade barriers in different sectors are substitutes or complements.

Proposition 4 Tariffs are always political substitutes if a is below a critical value
a 3 > 0; when a is above a„, they can be either substitutes or complements.
Proof The cross-price effect on V is a2 viapi api = api /apj + aasi mpi . It is
8 We do not model requests for protection justified by existing tariffs in upstream sectors. Such
"cascading" protection, which is best modelled in a sequential game, would obviously contribute to
political complementarity as defined below.
'See lemma Al in the appendix for a proof.
'This condition only holds for small tariff reductions.
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shown in Appendix 3 that Pi = fr i E r i lp i . Therefore

a2v _
= — + a .
api
ap i api app

(9)

The first term. which is equal to (1Ip i )(ar i lapj ), is negative, whereas the second
term is indeterminate. If it is negative, (9) is negative as well, and pi and pi are
unambiguously substitutes in the political equilibrium. Suppose that it is positive.
Then there exists a value of a (call it a,) such that p i and pj are substitutes if a < a,
and complements otherwise; a, is determined by a, = – ( asii api) -1 air i /api . As the
second-order condition requires that a > c/o, (where the critical value ao is defined in
Appendix 2), it remains to show that a, > c/o. A sufficient condition for the Hessian
matrix of V to be negative semi-definite (i.e. for an interior maximum to exist) is
that own-effects dominate cross-effects. Therefore a 2 viapi ap, ( ao) < a2Vlag(a0)
0. Moreover, it can be seen from (9) that a2 v/ap i api is an increasing function
of a whenever its second term is positive (which is true by hypothesis); therefore
a2 v/ap i ap3( a s) E. 0 implies that a, > ao. Therefore, irrespective of whether tariffs
are substitutes or complements in welfare, there always exists a positive range of a
where they are political substitutes.
q
The intuition of political substitutability is the following. An increase in the rate
of protection on good i induces an expansion in its output, which creates upward
pressure on the wage rate and diverts some labour away from other sectors. In turn,
this crowding-out effect on other sectors alters the distribution of political power in
the economy. Through 'truthfulness', the reduction in the output of all sectors other
than i reduces their incentive to lobby for protection (as owners of factors specific
to those sectors have now less at stake in the domestic price of their output). As
their incentive to lobby goes down, so does the level of protection they obtain in
the political equilibrium; consequently, their output shrinks, releasing some labour.
This mitigates the first-round increase in the wage rate, reinforcing the expansion of
industry i at the expense of all others, until the process converges.11
On the other hand, political complementarity reflects the operation of a secondbest argument, according to which an increase in the tariff on one good calls for
increased tariffs on other goods as well in order to minimize distortions. In other
words, in the second best protection in one sector reduces the welfare cost of protection
in other sectors.12
11 The increased power of the rich countries' agricultural lobbies over the past decades is a case in
point. Though undoubtedly other factors were also operating, one could argue that the exogenous
decrease in industrial protection following the Kennedy, Tokyo and Uruguay Rounds of multilateral
tariff reductions lead to an endogenous increase in agricultural protection in OECD countries.
'As complementarity depends on the strength of efficiency effects, the term 'political' may be
13

5 Simulations: Endogenous protection in archetypal 'rich' and 'poor' economies
As a rough test of the model developed here, we carry out simulations for archetypical
`rich' and 'poor' economies.' The data are for three-sector economies with two traded
sectors, agriculture and industry, and a non-traded sector. The simulations are based
on a disaggregation of the economy that includes interindustry flows, a key element
of lobby rivalry highlighted by the model. Data sources and parameters representing
demand and supply elasticities are described in Appendix 4. These are largely taken
from Anderson (1995) who argued that the difference between rich and poor countries
in the relative protection of agriculture vs industry could be understood in terms of
lobbying incentives in two archetypical Ricardo-Viner economies. While his analysis
is useful and includes Engel effects in consumption that are not taken into account
here, his is not an endogenous theory of tariff determination, so that his results are
not quite comparable to ours.14
Our simulations are based on a numerical evaluation of equations (3), (6) and (7)
which are indexed over tradable activities. The wage appears as a variable in these
equations. This implies that one must add an equation determining labour demand
for each sector as well as a labour-market constraint ( E i = £) determining the
equilibrium wage rate. Thus, the three-sector model used here has seven equations:
two determine the tariffs; three determine the cost-minimizing labour demands (4),
and one determines the market-clearing wage rate (w). The model is closed by using
the price of non-traded goods as the numeraire. (See the equations for the simulation
model in Appendix 4.) The solution of this model yields tariffs for traded sectors,
labour allocations that clear the labour market, and the value of the wage in terms
of the numeraire.
This model is best viewed as an approximate local calculation of an equilibrium
tariff structure for the selected elasticities of demand and supply and an exogenously
partly misleading.
'There is no connotation to 'rich' and 'poor' other than the differences in economic structure
observed between these countries as in e.g. Chenery and Syrquin (1986). This is the choice of names
in Anderson (1995), kept here for continuity.
14 0n the basis of the data in his two archetype economies, Anderson calculated the effects on farm
and industrialist incomes of a 10% rise in the relative price of industrial products in both economies.
He found that, in the poor economy, farm incomes are largely unaffected whereas industrial capitalists reap all the benefits; in the rich economy, by contrast, agricultural output rises, lifting farm
incomes while leaving the income of industrial capitalists unaffected. Anderson conjectured that this
adjustment pattern largely explains the difficulties encountered in concluding the Uruguay Round
of negotiations, as farm lobbies in industrialized countries opposed reductions in farm support. This
observation, however, is not an explanation for the existing pattern of protection in both economies.
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given preference (given by the parameter a) for the welfare of the representative
consumer.' For low enough values of a, one might have a minimum of the function
V and/or tariffs will be high enough to give rise to negative value-added prices. Such
cases are not considered here.'6
Table 1 compares the endogenous tariff rates predicted by the model for the
two archetypes for variations in the attached to welfare (a). As expected, for both
economies, the greater the weight attached to welfare by politicians, the lower the
rate of protection. This is obviously to be expected, and for sufficiently large weight
attached to welfare, tariffs tend to zero.
TABLE 1
ENDOGENOUS TARIFF STRUCTURE IN RICH AND POOR ARCHETYPESa

TA f

TM g
T

a = 1.5 d
52.5
16.8
20.9

Rich b
a=2
27.7
11.5
13.3

a = 10
3.3
1.9
2.0

a = 1.5'
30.1
69.7
35.6

Poor'
a=2
23.3
47.7
26.7

a = 10
5.9
9.2
6.4

a Data Sources: See Appendix 4.
b The ratio value-added/gross-output is 54.6%. Note that T A < T M < 0.1% if a > 250, and that
T A = T m = 0% if a > 3 x 106.
`The ratio value-added/gross-output is 74.4%. Note that T A < T M < 0.1% if a > 750, and that
T A = T m = 0% if a > 5 x 106.
dIf a < 1.25, then the solution is not unique.
'If a < 1.25, the optimisation problem yields a minimum.
f Tariff on agricultural products.
9 Tariff on manufactured products.

Note also that the average level of protection is lower in the rich economy. This
is essentially due to the fact that the ratio of value added to output is lower for
the rich economy (54.6 %) than for the poor economy (74.4 %), so that stronger
15 The evaluation of the formula in the text is based on elasticities that are valid only for small
changes around the equilibrium. Moreover, some of those elasticities are endogenously determined;
for instance, price elasticities of the wage rate depend, at a cost-minimizing equilibrium, on the
elasticity of substitution and on the elasticity of labour demand, the calculation of which depends
on domestic prices which, in turn, include a guess of the tariff value. Systematic experimentation
with several starting values always yielded the same solution.
' 6 In a fully specified model, one would include the trade balance constraint and the incomeexpenditure link would be specified. Such an exercise should be possible though it is beyond the
scope of this paper and there is no guarantee that one would find a solution, let alone a unique one.
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counter-lobbying by downstream users in the rich economy reduces the average rate of
protection. The most interesting result of table 1 is perhaps the pattern of protection.
In accordance with stylized facts, the pattern of incentives systematically favours
manufacturing in the poor economy and agriculture in the rich economy. In the
simulations reported in table 1, agriculture is a net exporting sector in the poor
economy and industry in the rich one. Thus, it is not necessarily true that the
endogenous tariff/subsidy structure results in large sectors receiving higher protection
because of their larger political weight (as suggested by Rodrik, 1995, in his critique
of GH).
There is no doubt that other factors are important in explaining the relative
pattern of incentives between agriculture and industry in developing and industrial
economies, like, for instance, limited means of taxation in low-income countries.
Nonetheless, taking account of intermediate goods and assuming a greater variation
in the pattern of elasticities across sectors because of 'structuralism' in developing
countries generates in this model a pattern of protection that conforms to the one
observed in reality, namely higher protection and greater variance of tariff rates. In
sum, if the archetype representations capture adequately the main differences between
rich and poor economies, our results are consistent with stylized facts on the pattern
of protection in rich and poor countries.
The sensitivity analysis of table 2 and the structure of the two archetype economies
described in tables A.3 and A.4 confirms that the parameters identified in the discussion of sections 2.1 and 2.2 are key contributing factors to the differences in the
structure of protection observed in the two economies.

TABLE

2

SENSITIVITY RESULTS FOR THE RICH ECONOMYa

TA

TM
T

Base
(a = 2)
27.7
11.5
13.3

am 7 /2 a A7 /2
39.8
32.5
33.3

86.2
11.4
20.0

= 0

EA =

24.2
25.3
25.2

56.3
10.8
16.0

0

c

E mm

/2

22.2
12.1
13.3

E cAA /

31.6
11.3
13.7

2

0.8 TA = 0 GHb
QM = 1.2
42.4
38.3
0.0
7.2
11.3
30.6
10.6
9.7
31.9
(7A =

a Data Sources: See Appendix 4
b Calculated from Grossman and Helpman (1994), Proposition 2 and footnote 10, under the
assumption of no consumer participation in interest groups.

The simulations reported in Table 2 are for the rich economy. For reference, the last
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column of the table reproduces the results that would be obtained by applying the GH
formula. Unsurprisingly, as GH have no intermediate goods, their formula yields a
higher level of protection. Column 1 reproduces the result of table 1 for a = 2 and all
the subsequent columns report the results of one-by-one variations from this baseline
case. In column 2, the input-output (I-0) delivery coefficients of manufacturing are
cut in half, and in column 3 it is those of the agricultural sector that are cut in half.
In both cases, smaller intermediate sales reduce counter-lobbying from other sectors,
yielding higher protection for the sector. When the manufacturing sector's delivery
I-0 coefficients are cut, the protection of agriculture also rises. This is because the
reduction in the agricultural sector's requirement of manufactured goods raises its
equilibrium profits (in spite of the higher price of manufactured goods), leading to
stronger agricultural lobbying.
The following two columns examine the effect of suppressing the general-equilibrium
effects of wage-rate adjustment by setting the price elasticity of the wage rate equal
to zero. This amounts to determining the tariff of a small sector in the sense that
changes in that sector's demand for labour have no influence on the equilibrium wage
rate. As explained in section 3, this leads to less counter-lobbying. In this highly
aggregated model with only three sectors, this effect is quantitatively important, as
it results almost in a doubling of the sector's endogenous tariff.'
The following three columns consider second-best effects by varying demand and
supply elasticities. A reduction in the own price elasticity of demand in one sector
reduces its elasticity of import demand, which in turn reduces the welfare cost of
protection in that sector. Ramsey effects also explain why cutting the price elasticity
of demand in manufacturing reduces the variance of tariffs, whereas cutting the same
elasticity in agriculture raises their variance. In the case of the reduction in the
elasticity of demand for manufacturing, the differential in the pattern of elasticities
is reduced, whereas in the case of agriculture the opposite occurs. Thus, a reduction
in the elasticity of demand for manufacturing leads to a more uniform pattern of
protection while the opposite occurs with a reduction in the elasticity of demand
for agriculture. The same effect is at work with the simulation in the next column:
a departure from unitary elasticities of substitution in production also raises the
differential in elasticities of supply. By second-best considerations, this results in a
greater dispersion of the tariff structure.
Finally, the next-to-last column examines the substitutability-complementarity
'Though in a different context, this experiment is reminiscent of the thought experiment performed by Mayer (1984) in a direct-democracy setting. In a Ricardo-Viner economy, he showed that
sectors with weaker wage complementarities (by which he means weaker effects of one sector's tariff
on the equilibrium wage rate) are more likely to get support and obtain protection.
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relation discussed in section 4 by setting the agricultural tariff to zero and solving for
the manufacturing tariff. For a = 2, manufacturing and agriculture are complements.
However, for 1.25 < a < 2, there is substitutability, as the tariff in manufacturing
increases compared to the baseline case.

6 Concluding remarks
This paper has exploited analytically and numerically the potential usefulness of the
influence-driven approach to endogenous tariff determination proposed by Grossman
and Helpman for predicting observed patterns of protection. Including factor-market
rivalry between industries, intermediate goods, and labour-market segmentation in a
Ricardo-Viner setting yields several intuitively appealing theoretical propositions. For
instance, the model predicts 'tariff escalation', i.e. higher tariffs on final goods than on
intermediate ones. Likewise, letting worker unions take part in the lobbying process in
the context of a segmented labour market leads to increased trade protection in sectors
with labour union activity, another appealing result. This result stems from the fact
that workers push unambiguously for stiffer protection alongside with capitalists, a
result consistent with the findings of Magee in his study of the pattern of protection
in the United States. It also turns out that the simple link between industry size and
the level of endogenous trade protection is weakened by general equilibrium effects
operating through wage adjustments and by inter-industry linkages.
We also used simulations to explore the predictions of the model for the pattern
of protection in two archetypal economies representative of a low-income developing
(poor) economy and an industrialized (rich) one. The pattern of protection predicted
by the model conforms to important stylized facts: (i) a relatively low and uniform
pattern in the industrialized economy; (ii) a pattern of protection biased towards
agriculture in the industrialized economy and towards manufacturing in the developing economy. Sensitivity analysis suggests that this pattern of protection would
probably not be numerically robust to large changes in the structural characteristics of these archetype economies, and would merit more systematic investigation.
Nevertheless, the pattern of protection predicted by this Ricardo-Viner model of endogenous protection-determination is suggestive of the usefulness of this approach in
generating results in line with stylized facts on trade protection.
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Appendix 1
Let s be the economy's non-tradable sector. By the envelope theorem,
a7r,_
at, = ys

t aw
at, — s at, •

(10)

Whereas the domestic price of any tradable good is fixed by its tariff, the price of non-tradable good
s is determined by the following market-clearing condition:
Zs (t

i , i3s )

cs (p s ,t)

+

asi Yj (pi w) — Ys (p , , w) = 0
j=0

where z s is the excess-demand function for good s and t (t 1 , ...,t n ). We now differentiate the
excess-demand function zs with respect to t i and 73,, all other net prices being endogenous. By the
implicit-function theorem,

—_

al%

at,

)

zs=0

a z,
ap, •

Differentiating (11) with respect to t i , holding /3, constant, gives

az,ac,
at,
ac,
Let S =

a7r,

—1/oz- s lap s );

= cy,
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acs,
t

2--a"
s

ay; 813;
ay; aw ay, aw
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— a w a ti
at z. + 3=0

+ as i (1 — a ii )

E

ayiayi
—
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aw at, — aw at, •

J.0

(12)

observe that ( is positive. Substituting (12) into (10) gives

ayiays Ow

+ (ys ( a si( 1 —

atv (94 )

—a

ay;
ys(ayi
E asj aji aPi
,_ — a
aw )
—
aw at,
i  i,,

+ aw

s at,

(13)
The first term on the right-hand side of (13) is a cross-price consumption effect whose sign depends on
whether goods i and s are substitutes or complements. The last term, in square brackets, is negative
and reflects rivalry through wage-rate and input-output links. The new element is the second term
(in parentheses), which is positive. Its first component is of particular interest here, because it
represents the demand-pull effect that protection in sector i exerts on the net price and profits of
nontradable sector s; if it is sufficiently large to make the RHS of (13) positive, the nontradable sector
views protection in sector i favorably and is willing to lobby for it.18
When such is the case, import-competing sectors are able to form protectionist coalitions with
upstream service sectors having sufficiently strong links with them. Empirically, this type of coalitions can be expected to be particularly effective at the regional level.
18 We are grateful to Maurice Schiff for attracting our attention on this point.
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Appendix 219
Derivation of the efficiency effect
At any point, the economy is characterized by its income-expenditure identity, namely
E(1, p,W)

FE

R(1, p,k, i) + T (p)

(14)

where 1 is the price of the numeraire, E(.) is the economy's expenditure function, R(.) is its revenue
function, k is the vector of n + 1 specific factors, and T(.) is tariff revenue. The homogeneity properties of (14) implies that only relative prices can be determined. Differentiating this identity with
respect to pi and letting Ei and Ri stand respectively for the partial derivatives of the expenditure
and revenue functions with respect to pi gives
Ei

. 147

aw
api

OT

=

(15)

api

Let rtli stand for sector i's import-demand function, Ci and yi being respectively the domestic
consumption and production of good i, and a ii the input-output coefficients. Rearranging (15) and
using Shephard's and Hotelling's lemmas, together with the fact that the marginal utility of income
is one under (1), we have

aw
aT
ap i+ api

(16)

Let us choose units so that all international prices are equal to one; t i = pi — 1 is the tariff rate,
the specific and ad-valorem forms being here identical. Tariff revenue can be written as T(p) =
E .i t j mj (p), so that

am;
ar
wi =m i +E t j.

Substituting this into (16) gives

aw
api
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am•
t.7
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= EE-
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•
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ay;
—
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Observe that, under the technology postulated, the supply of good j is a function of the "net price"
of good j.
= pi — E ; akjPk, and of the wage rate; thus,

ayk _ ayk ai3k + ayk aw
aw api•
ai5k api
api
Collecting terms,
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Using the fact that
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'Appendix 2 is not submitted for publication.
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for k = i
otherwise,
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we have that
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Similar calculations give
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Finally, the wage-rate adjustment term is given by expression (5) in the text. Combining these gives:
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Appendix 320
Derivation of the price elasticity of the wage rate
dlogibi be the elasticity of labour demand in sector i to the 'real' wage f.b i defined
Let 77i =
as the the wage rate divided by the net price P i of good i.
Lemma Al

If rii = ri Vi and aii = 0 Vi, j, then Pi' = Ai.

Proof We first establish that if iji = 11 Vi and aij = 0 di, j, then er = Ai . Let fl and flt
stand respectively for the first and second derivatives of sector i's production function with respect
to labour. We first calculate the wage adjustment term Ow Opi used in the text. Note that it is
really a total derivative calculated by differentiating the labour-market equilibrium conditions, but
keeping all prices other than Pi constant (hence our use of partial-derivative notation). The labourmarket conditions to be differentiated are Pi fe = w V i and E i ti = £, giving the following system of
equations:
— aoi fi dpi + ni de ° — dw
+ 13i Mai — dw
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0
0

0
Po

f; dpi (1 — aii)

Ade ° — 13i ili dti

(18)

0
0

—ani fTdpi — 13n fee E dij — dw
j n

Let (5j = 73i lb. Solving (18) for awiap i gives:
aw

dw
= —0- fp — E ai,i Sabi H 6, ,
dpi p i g constant
ji i
1

where A = —
gives

bj ) is the determinant of the matrix of coefficients in (18). Expanding A
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Therefore aw/api = (Ili Sj )
(Ei 116i ) fl ni i 6i .
Using the fact that f' = cLi = wh3i and simplifying gives Er = (pi 113i —Ei
)(Si Ei 1.16j) - 1.
Now, define qi = dlogead logcLi . Differentiating the profit-maximization condition (namely, fi(ti ) =
,.:.; j ) gives dej /&w i = 1/ fie , or (LA fee = 77j . Therefore 6j = 73j fee = w1(77j tj ). Using this, E can
be rewritten as
u

=

13i

-
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-77i ti Nti
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• • ili

`71
3.2 133
3

E 17-wI ti )1 =

t j[13—
Pi

Assuming that 77j = 77 V j, and that all aij = 0 (which implies pi = 73i ), the elasticity of the wage to
a change in pi becomes Er = 7741(77Ei tj ) = ti /P = Ai.
We now prove the lemma's statement, namely that Er = A i . In order to do this, the labour
market conditions must be differentiated with respect to net rather than gross prices. Proceeding
as above, we obtain:
eta) =

Then, if qi = 17,

71z'ez

(19)

E3 713

= Ai.

Second-order condition
The second-order condition requires that

a

v = api

Pi

aci

api -1- a aPi
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0.

(20)

We will examine this condition under the assumptions that (i) there are no intermediate goods, and
(ii) the elasticity of labour demand to the real wage, Ili , is the same in all sectors. Under the second
assumption, it was already established in this appendix that ef = A i . Using this, Pi = yi (1 — ai).
Observe that 1 — ai = (p i yi — tvii )/(pi yi ) = ri /(pi yi ). Therefore Pi = Yi r i/(PiN) = r i /pi . Let
rapi : the above calculations imply that aPi /api = aii-i /api . Lemma A2 below establishes that
the latter quantity is positive.
Lemma A2

air i /ap i

> 0.

First note that airi /api = (airi /api )/pi — ri/(pi)2 = (0i — 1)7ri/p7, where O i =
Proof
d logradlogp, is the elasticity of profits in sector i with respect to p i . Therefore it is sufficient
to show that cb i > 1. But
=

ari Pi
UPi

7ri

pi

= Yi = Yi [

Yi

1

„

"tvzi/ Pi

1 — (wii/PiYi)

> 1,

which establishes the result.

0
It follows from the result of Lemma A2 that a necessary condition for the second-order condition
to hold is that asi mp i < 0. This condition is equivalent to strict concavity of the social welfare
function in domestic prices, which we assume. (Note that strict concavity always holds at world
prices, as the unique global welfare maximum for a small country is at free trade.)
Given that the first term in (20) is positive and the second is negative, the Soc can be rewritten
as

aei)-'

a > ao E —(-n

opi°pi

>

U.

(21)

Appendix 4
Equations and calibration of the simulation model
The first two equation are the government's first-order condition given by equations (6) and (7) which
are indexed over tradable sectors (agriculture and manufacturing). Labour demand is indexed over
all activities and assuming that the nested value-added function is of the CES type, then labour
demand in sector i (i =agric., manufact., non-traded) is given by:
of
etiPi
= (—
yi;
W

the last equation determines the equilibrium wage and is given by:
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Several elasticities in Table A.3 and A.4 are calculated internally from the data. This is the case for
pi, the wage elasticity of supply used in equation (7). Likewise, the elasticity of labour demand,
is used in the calibration of Elf, the elasticity of the wage rate to a change in the net price of i used
in equations (6) and (7).

Data Sources
The parameters describing technologies and demand and production structures (like ratios of sectoral
consumptions and productions) are taken from Anderson (1995, table 1). Price elasticities of demand
are also taken from Anderson, as well as the assumption of a Cobb-Douglas technology (except for
sensitivity analysis). Anderson, however, does not provide information on input-output relationships.
For the rich economy, these were taken from de Melo and Tarr's (1992) study of the United States.
For the poor economy, the coefficients are aggregated from information used in Chenery and Syrquin
(1986, ch. 4) for a typical economy with a $500 GDP per capita (in 1970 dollars). Tables A.1 and
A.2 give the input/output coefficients used in the simulations for the rich and poor archetypes,
respectively. The main difference in inter-industry structure is the higher value-added ratio in the
poor economy due partly to the higher value-added ratio in agriculture (see Chenery and Syrquin
figs. 3.3 and 3.4). Tables A.3 and A.4 give the remaining data.
TABLE A.1
INPUT/OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS FOR RICH ARCHETYPE

Agric.
Manufact.
Non-traded

Agric.
0.38
0.26
0.07

Manufact.
0.04
0.42
0.08

Non-Traded
0.028
0.26
0.11

TABLE A.2
INPUT/OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS FOR POOR ARCHETYPE

Agric.
Manufact.
Non-traded

Agric.
0.22
0.04
0.05

Manufact.
0.09
0.10
0.10

Non-Traded
0.03
0.05
0.05

TABLE A.3
DATA FOR RICH ARCHETYPE

C
Y
eii
ai
pi a
b
7/i
Ai c
Er. . d
Ez ' 2

Agric.
7
6
0.35
1
0.54
1.54
0.031
0.02
-0.12

Manufact.
12
46
0.50
1
1
2
0.379
0.258
-0.52

Non-Traded
31
68
0.60
1
1.5
2.5
0.590
0.722
-0.21

(C7idi)/(1 —
o f/( 1 — cri).
`For w = 1.
d For w = 1 and from equation (19).
a

=Ei

b =

TABLE A.4
DATA FOR POOR ARCHETYPE

Agric.
35
61
0.70

C
Y
di

Non-Traded
20
29
0.30

o. i

1

1

1

pi a

2.33
3.33
0.761
0.774
-0.25

0.54
1.54
0.065
0.06
-0.69

0.43
1.43
0.175
0.166
-0.49

Ili

b

Ai c
er . . d
E2 ' 2

= El( Ci di)/( 1 — i)
.7 0 1 —
`For w = 1.
d For w = 1 and from equation (19) .
b pi =

Manufact.
10
10
0.35

